
3/11/2013 1:54 Break out of bad rash under armpits.
RNA drops and burned.

Extremely anti-inflammatory
Sounds like yeast detox without a Skype view.
Has there been anyone who has bad asthma?
RNA Drops help it?

Doesn't have anything to do with histamine.
RNA Drops can positively effect any condition.

RNA Drops eventually will perfect the lung cells.
5:33 Skin rashes effecting my arms and moles. Raise up. Skin breaks.

Small scab forms. Rub arm and feel goosebumps.
Itchy.

formulas, you are potentially going to start detoxifying some
of the cells you are replacing with your perfect cells.
When they die off and harbor toxins or infections, they are
going to come out somehow.
Skin is biggest organ of elimination.
Reports of moles dropping off with oral drops.
May be common experience.

toxins coming out.

inflammation eased off.

adjustment.
Going through perfection of who you are and coming into
balance.

11:00 Bottle should have been mailed with a dropper.
People getting on our nerves.
There's a mind/body/emotion/spirit component to the RNA
Drops. 
We do recommend that people use 1-3 drops per day.
Too many can be agitating.
Cut your dose down.
Moving through the process of balancing out the emotions.
Will bother you but then you'll move through it.
You have detachment to see the workings of people around
them.

What is in your world will be magnified; gives contrast.
19:30 Mellowed me out a lot. Took the edge off things.

Felt like ReMag would be gentler.
Put ReMag on it directly and it went away.
Rash - epsom salt bath.

Histone might help allergies.

ReMag for Asthma and has the effect of relaxing the muscles.

When you start taking the combination of completement

Goosebumpy feeling can be lack of essential fatty acids or

He put hydrocortisone cream on the most itchy areas and

Put some ReMag directly on the area. 
ReMag instead of hydrocortisone while going through this

Quite a few report they get blissed out and no mind chatter.



I could see you could take too much.
Feels potent. I take 3 drops twice a day.
On 60 drops my head would explode.

22:58 People have reported help with effects from radiation.

Why shouldn't you be able to detoxify from your
environment?
I we talk about how horrible it is, the more horrible it will get.
Does this work the same way as a homeopathic?
Wait 15 minutes and then eat food?
Under tongue saliva will transport RNA Drops to fractal
antenna. 

effect on their body.
Most apply to traumatized area. 

of your mouth.
You would get full benefit and local benefit.
Puffy eye, under eye.

not on that area.
Use clay mask for under eye puffiness.

34:07 Red and white blood cells are abnormal in the urine test.
That should be repeated. 
Had a repeat test.
Can't diagnose over the phone.
A doctor might say  that a urinary  tract infection that was
going away.
RNA Drops having my body make more red blood cells.
No you want them in your body, not coming out of your body.
If you aren't having symptoms, it might be mild thing.
Follow up and not worry about it.
Results are so different between doctor and lab corps.
Labs are making all kinds of mistakes now.
Too specific to be of interest to other people.

39:24 Itching but didn't use olive oil
Going through massive detoxing.
Get rid of old things for the new things to work.

40:30
Feeling energized and positive.
Working wonderfully well for me.
Now ready to try RNA Drops to even be better.

42:20
They would work together fine.

ReBob - 60 drops is kind of tongue and cheek

Naturopath has results helping GMOs.

On ReNew, would that be redundant with the drops?
ReNew is applied to skin as a local effect. Will have secondary

Would want to combine with RNA Drops cell signalling effect

ReNew under eye can be irritating. So I would put it near but

ginney@rnafreesample.com
Digital download with ReMag

Neuropathy in legs and feet going away.

RNA Drops and MSM. Can I continue with ReAline.
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44:40 Outside cat protector in cat fight.
Puncture wounds wouldn't heal even after vet care.
Mixed RNA Drops with olive oil and applied randomly.
Drops helped the wounds heal.
Put a sock over the wound so he wouldn't scratch.
More cuddly after RNA Drops.

48:45 Going through lots of contrast since December
Been in a lot of pain; working through stuff.

Cut back from 30 drops a day to 11 drops a day of RNA Drops
Listened to old archives - listened to one drop being required.
Hypersensitive. Maybe less is better.
When you experience contrast, you should look at the amount.
Mind may be working through something that it won't let go
of.
Very specific spastic areas in my body that migrate. I consider
this to be ascension symptoms.
Electromagnetic biological field.
In spastic areas may be grounding or changing cellular 
structure.
Once I let it go through and I don't call it anything and thank
my body for balancing itself, I have more freedom and insight.
Make more double helix DNA. 
Don't give attention to symptoms.
Thank my body for doing what I've asked it to do.

52:29 With the RNA Drops my mind is clearer, and I'm calmer.
Having vivid dreams.
Parallel world travel.
Things are shifting.
Working through to relaxing and allowing.
Copper is very grounding.
Copper sheeting or copper foil and put small sheets under
the leg of each bed.
I'm so busy at night, I wake up tired.
Have a copper cup and drink our water from that.
Get the mind out of the way and allowing.
If the pains are shifting from one place to another, you are
moving them around.

55:56 Rash on eyelids is all cleared up.

Susana gave up using cocoa butter.
Used a little bit of witch hazel.
Thinking it's out of my system and I'm good to go.
Face could be dental anesthetic, contact lens solution, mercury.

59:00

Nervous system effects and RNA Drops.

Some say possible fybromyalgia.

Be careful with ReNew is sensitive areas.

My daughter has had Lymes Disease for over 10 years.
Panic attacks. Hurting. Using homeopathics.

Adding ReMag should help with pain and inflammation.



Get good sea salt in every pint of drinking water in sea salt.
That will help build up other minerals.

1:02:51 Stopped heart palpitations.
Feel anxious and jittery.
When Magnesium Makes Me Worse blog.
Organ problems like palpitations and take a little too much
too soon you rev up your biochemical processes and push
things too fast.
The body gets jittery because it runs out and wants some more.
Look up that blog on my website.
1/2 tsp 3 times a day.
That seems to work for the palpitations.

Also eating seeds and nuts.
Had eye twitches and stiff muscles has gone away.
Don't like the anxiety with it.
Nervous system is sensitive to magnesium.

to it that way.
Do baths every day. When I stop, heart palpitations came back.
You'll just know. Work with it as much as possible.
If you have too much, you'll get the laxative effect.

1:09:28

Matthew Hurtado used RNA Drops to get over Lyme Disease.

ReAline for amino acids, for a certain amount of nutrients.
Methionine is a pre-cursor for glutathione. Huge detoxifier.

Magnesium taurate at the beginning with ReMag.

Do epsom salt baths and maybe your body will respond better

Magnesium Advocacy Group on Facebook
ginney@rnafreesample.com
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